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Abstract. Colloidal Quantum Dots (CQDs) are the route for low cost high efficiency

photodetectors. Photoconductors are limited by the noise arising from high dark current

densities, what is typically overcome reducing device’s active area. However, this technique also

reduces their photoresponse, and their optical absorption must be maintained as the volume

is reduced. We study the use of plasmonics for that purpose, and present simulation results

for solution-processed structures compatible with these techniques, showing up to a 13-fold

enhancement in absorption. We present experimental results of a PbS CQDs photoconductor,

fabricated using a novel CQDs functionalization, and venture the potential of these devices

complemented with the shown promising techniques.

1. Introduction

Solution-processed nanostructured photonic materials have paved the way for low-cost high

performance photodetectors [1, 2]. CQDs, solution-treated semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs)

featuring quantum confinement of electrons/holes, have unique electrical and optical properties.

There are many advantages of this technology compared to traditional semiconductors or

epitaxially grown quantum dot materials. First, CQDs posses a very strong bandgap

size-dependence, which allows spectral absorption tunability by adequately controlling NPs

geometrical parameters and composition [3]. This feature is of key importance, as it ultimately

serves to overcome infrared absorption limits of crystalline silicon devices. Second, self-

assembly fabrication together with solution-cast processing make the production of such devices

versatile, cost-effective and large-scalable, still being compatible with silicon electronics or with

organic flexible substrates. Simple and low temperature chemistry plus device engineering

led to momentous detectivities (D?, see table 1), even outperforming their best epitaxial

counterparts [1]. All of these properties make CQDs an ideal candidate for efficient and economic

photodetectors or photon sources. Yet to be fully exploited, CQDs photodetectors performance

is asymptotically approaching its fundamental limits. Further improvements are bound either to

breakthroughs in material science or to the combination of this technology with other disciplines,

which could enhance and complement the huge potential of this field.
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Table 1. Photodetector definitions and figures of merit.

Name Expression Units Definition

Dark current (Id) A Current without illumination

Responsivity (R) (Il(λ)− Id)/Pinc A/W Photocurrent per incident

optical power

EQE hcR/(λq) - Ratio of photocurrent to

incoming photon rate

NEP In,rms/R/q W/
√
Hz Noise Equivalent Power

(minimum detectable power)

Normalized detectivity (D?)
√
AdB/NEP jones Detector’s sensitivity

(cm Hz1/2/W) normalized to area Ad

and bandwidth B

1.1. Current photodetectors limitations

Depending on the photodetector structure one can distinguish between photoconductors and

photodiodes. Although their ultimate purpose is an efficient photon to carrier conversion, they

have different working principles and characteristics. Table 1 introduces a list of figures of merit

(FOM) and definitions for photodetectors. The most well understood and simpler photodetector

is the the photoconductor, in which absorbed optical radiation causes a corresponding

conductance or resistance change. Photoconductors are capable for high gain because long

circulating carrier lifetimes. One type of charge carrier is able to circulate through an external

circuit many times before it recombines. This fact serves to overcome the noise generated in

read-out circuits, but also limits devices’ bandwidth. The main constraint in photoconductors’

performance comes however from their high dark current densities, proportional to Ad. Thus, it

is of interest to reduce Ad, but reducing photoconductor’s volume would also reduce the optical

absorption, and thus the responsivity. Mechanisms to enhance the absorption for a given volume

are therefore required to simultaneously achieve low noise but maintaining device’s optical

cross section, what implies an increase in the responsivity. In fact, not only photoconductive

photodetectors can benefit of that. Enhanced absorbers attracted also the attention of the

solar cell community, where the interest of volume reduction comes from the cost side, and it is

considered to open a route to low cost efficient photovoltaics [4].

1.2. Plasmonics

Surface plasmons are excitations of the conduction electrons at the interface between a metal and

a dielectric. If properly excited, these electron cloud oscillates coupled with an electromagnetic

field highly confined to the metal-dielectric interface [5]. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)

propagate at this interface and are very sensitive to material properties, although they cannot

be directly coupled to light. If the interface however is not planar, as it happens for metallic

NPs, its geometry determines a restoring field because of the shifted oscillating electrons, leading

to the so-called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This resonance, typically found

the visible-IR, is also very sensitive to material’s properties and environment, but it is mainly

determined by the shape and size of the metallic particle.
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Both SPPs and LSPR are in their nature sub-wavelength phenomena. That means that the

induced λSPP or λLSPR of the sustained plasmonic modes are smaller than the free wavelength

(λ0), thus allowing light manipulation with diffraction-limited-less structures much smaller than

λ0. This feature has been touted to allow nano photo-electronic circuits integration [5]. Another

aspect of great interest is the near field enhancement occurring within metal nano structures

or NPs vicinity when on-resonance. This subwavelength localized and reinforced field opened a

tremendous range of opportunities in applications such as biosensing or single-molecules study.

1.3. Plasmonically enhanced photodetectors

Given the properties of LSPR and SPPs, Plasmonics offers the possibility to overcome current

photodetector limitations [2, 4]. First, metallic NPs can be used as subwavelength scattering

elements to couple and trap impinging photons to the semiconductor, increasing its effective

absorption cross section (see Fig. 1a). If adequately designed NPs are placed close or at

the interface of two dielectrics, scattering preferably occurs into the dielectric with the larger

permittivity. Moreover, the scattered light acquires an angular spread, effectively increasing

the optical length or even trapping light beyond the critical angle limit. For this mechanism to

be effective, NPs size has to be big enough so the scattering cross section (which scales with

the square of NPs volume, V 2
NP ) is bigger than the absorption inside the NPs (proportional to

VNP ). The fraction of light scattered into the substrate is very sensitive to the shape and size of

the NPs, found best for hemispherical and cylindrical particles [4]. Instead of metal NPs, other

structures can also be used to take advantage of the plasmonic enhanced evanescent fields. Hole

or ridge patterned metal layers above a semiconductor absorbing film have been also reported

to successfully enhance light conversion efficiency [6].

Alternatively, the use of strong local field enhancement and near field coupling around

metal NPs can increase absorption in a surrounding semiconductor material (Fig. 1b). This

is optimized for small particles (typically less than 20 nm diameter), which better transfer the

incoming energy to a localized surface plasmon mode [4]. The interaction between these NPs

can also be exploited to tune the absorption spectrum.

Third, light can be converted into propagating SPPs at the photodetector metallic back-

contact/semiconductor interface (Fig. 1c). To achieve this, the SPPs-free light momentum

mismatch has to be attained by introducing subwavelength gratings or other corrugations in

the metal contact [7]. Near resonance, SPPs evanescent electromagnetic fields are confined at

this interface turning the incident power flux by 90o.

Finally, metallic structures can be designed to focus incoming light into subwavelength

volumes thanks to plasmonic effects, much like an antenna (Fig. 1d). The enhanced and

focused near field allows for ultra-small photodetectors, with low noise and dark current, high

speed, but on the other hand the same absorbing cross section [8].

2. State of the art

Investigation in the area of CQDs photodetectors is mainly focused either in the improvement

of current materials’ properties, or in the search of new ones, able to produce cheaper, more
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Figure 1. Approaches to enhance photodetection by the use of plasmonics. (a) Scattering

from metal NPs can be employed to increase the amount of light coupled to the semiconductor,

also increasing photon’s optical length. (b) Near-field enhancement associated to the LSPRs

can increase semiconductor absorption for some wavelenghts. (c) Corrugations in the metal

contact can convert light to SPPs propagating at metal/semiconductor interface, increasing

semiconductor absorption due to SPPs evanescent fields in the vertical direction. (d) Plasmonic

“lenses” can be used to focus light into subwavelength apertures, allowing ultra small volume

absorbing detectors.

effective, and more stable devices [2]. The so far commented plasmonics potential improvements

have been however mainly experimentally studied for the family of Si photodetectors, specially

for solar cells [4, 9–11]. Following the first exposed scheme in the previous section, Stuart et

al reported in [9] a 12-fold enhancement in solar cell short-circuit current (JSC). They utilized

metal islands over a 0.16 µm thick Si layer of a silicon-on-insulator wafer, and determined the

best case to happen for Cu at 800 nm. In [10] a 97% increase in the photocurrent of a silicon

nanocrystal photodetector is attributed to the introduction of metal Ag islands formed on Si-

wafers, found optimum for 90 nm size. In [11] Ferry et al modify a solar cell back scatterer

by Ag patterning on the rear glass substrate. A 50% increase in JSC is achieved for a 500 nm

defect pitch compared to that of an unpatterned device. Also the performance of organic solar

cells [12] or epitaxial quantum dot devices [6] have been shown to increase elsewhere by using

either one of these methods. In [6], Chang et al report a 130% enhancement in the infrared

photoresponse of an InAs QD photodetector, arising from the introduction of a gold hole-array

drilled layer on top of the device.

Following the plasmonic antenna-concentrator approach (Fig. 1d), enhanced photocurrent

is shown in [8] among others. Tang et al manage to get a 20 fold increase in the photocurrent

of a subwavelength ultra small (of the order of 1× 10−4λ3) germanium photodetector by using

a Hertz dipole antenna (Ldip ' 380 nm). This small volume allowed for high-speed operating

device (bandwidth ' 150 GHz). Theoretical and simulation results also predicted absorption

enhancements up to 1000% with similar subwavelength-focusing techniques [13].

Although general, these improvements rely mainly on the introduction of metal NPs,

either on top of device or into an absorbing semiconductor layer. It is critical that any of
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these modifications do not alter CQDs intrinsic advantages, such as low-cost, scalability and

integrability [2]. In that trend, few attempts have been made yet to join plasmonic potential

improvements with CQDs.

In 2008 Lee et al [14] studied the properties of core-shell PbS-Au photodetector. They

compared optical and electrical properties of this strongly confined metal-semiconductor

structure with that of its individual building blocks. A 28% absorption enhancement was

found, together with an Au plasmon peak for the PbS-Au system. However, this increase is

global and due to the fact that gold has a bigger absorption than PbS, and no photocurrent

enhancement was proved. The major result of their work is the controlled p-doping of PbS by

the introduction of the gold core particles.

In the subsequent sections, first, we will study the possibilities of plasmonic enhancement

for two families of devices with full-wave electromagnetic simulations. The properties of CQDs

PbS/Au-Cu nanocomposites will be analyzed for absorption increase, yielding up to a 4-fold

enhancement. Another promising material, Cu-Cu2O core-shell system will be characterized.

This NPs are of high interest, as its intrinsic semiconductor-metal structure allows for natural

plasmonic enhancement due to Cu oxidized layers as the surrounding of a metal core. A 13-fold

enhancement is predicted for that material.

We conclude our study with an experimental demonstration of a PbS photodetector based

on a novel NPs functionalization, to serve as a baseline case to integrate the plasmonic proven

enhancement techniques in a future work.

3. PbS + Metal photoconductor

CQDs PbS are of huge interest because lead-salts abundance on earth and proved outstanding

performance [1]. PbS offer photoconductive gain and high size-tunable spectrum (from Vis to

IR). The absorption in a solution-processed layer of PbS will be simulated, and the plasmonic

effects of an embedded set of metallic NPs analyzed with FDTD simulations (Lumerical

Solutions 6.5).

PbS quantum dots were modeled with its particle-size dependant refractive index,

characterized by using the Kramers-Kronig relation from an in-solution absorbance

measurement (see section 7). This batch showed its exciton peak at λ = 1069 nm. The

obtained complex refractive index values were later fitted by the program with a multi-coefficient

polynomial. NPs refractive index data is taken from CRC (Cu) and Johnson&Christy (Au). A

90 nm thick layer of PbS nano crystals with 3 nm diameter, estimated as a first approach of

NPs size, were organized following face centered cubic (FCC) or hexagonal packing schemes.

The PbS film is embedded in vacuum and illuminated with a plane wave (Fig. 2(a) ). An

unit cell of side W and thickness 1200 nm is taken and boundary periodic boundary conditions

applied in x−y directions. Boundaries in the z direction are set to perfectly matched layer.

A fine mesh of 0.25 nm brick side is applied to a 16 × 16 × 90 nm3 box containing 4 metallic

NPs (none for the base case) of 9 nm size distributed uniformly inside the layer. A coarser

automatic mesh is applied for the rest of the unit cell. The ratio of absorbed power in the

semiconductor to input power, (ηabs = Pabs/Pinc = ω
2Pinc(λ)

∫
VSC

ε′′(λ)|E(r, λ)|2dV ), where |E|2
is the intensity of the electric field, ε′′ the imaginary part of permittivity, Pin the incident
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Figure 2. Plasmonic absorption enhancement for PbS-metal NPs nanocomposite. (a)

Schematic of the unit cell simulation setup. A PbS nanocrystals (3 nm diameter) layer with

hexagonal packing, width Wx =Wy =W and thickness h = 90 nm is embedded in vacuum and

illuminated with a plane wave ( ~E = Ex̂, ~k = −kẑ). Periodic boundary conditions are applied in

x and y directions. Four metallic spheres of 9 nm size are distributed uniformly in the z direction

(see section cut). By varying W the effects of metallic NPs concentration in the absorption are

studied. (b) Ratio of absorbed power in PbS with metal NPs (Au-solid line, Cu-dashed line)

to bare PbS absorption. Au yields higher and slightly redshifted enhancements than Cu. The

closer are the NPs the bigger the plasmonic contribution. Near field intensity enhancements for

W = 12 nm and Cu NPs are shown in (c) and (d) for λ = 800 nm and λ = 1100 nm respectively.

Peak intensity is 160 (V/m)2 but colorbar has been limited to allow a better comparison.

power and VSC the semiconductor volume, will be used as a figure of merit. This expression is

only valid for non-magnetic materials, which is the case. Figure 2b plots the PbS absorption

enhancement after metal NPs introduction (ηabs,NP/ηabs,0) for hexagonal packing (best case).

Gold shows a higher increase than Cu, about 14%, attributed to its slightly smaller absorption

coefficient in the wavelengths of interest. As W is reduced (NPs closer to each other in the

x− y plane, thus more concentrated), NPs near field interaction enhance PbS absorption in the

wavelengths corresponding to the LSPR of these metals embedded in a PbS host (nPbS ' 2.5).

4 fold increase in absorption can be achieved when W = 12 nm for Au NPs. In other spectral

regions (aprox. λ < 600 nm) the effect of the metal NPs is negative, as Au and Cu show greater

absorption. For longer wavelengths (λ > 1100 nm), as the PbS absorption approaches zero and

NPs conductivity increases, no enhancement is evident. Metal NPs interaction and near field

intensity is shown in Fig. 2(c-d) for λ = 800 and λ = 1100 nm respectively. Peak intensities of

160 (V/m)2 appear for the first case, whereas for the latter 10 (V/m)2 is the maximum.

4. Cu/Cu2O core-shell photodetector

Copper is one of the most abundant materials in Earth’s crust. Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) is a p-

type semiconductor that naturally appears from copper oxidization. The synthesis of colloidal

Cu2O NPs is then of great interest, as it will merge solution-processing advantages with cheap

materials [15]. However, Cu2O absorption strongly decays above λ = 600 nm, coinciding with
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the region where Cu LSPR can arise. If properly controlled, oxidization of Cu NPs can lead

in an easy manner to core-shell metal-semiconductor Cu-Cu2O systems (Fig. 3-a), with highly

tunable LSPR, that could serve to overcome Cu absorption bandgap limitation by plasmon-

carrier energy transfer (Fig. 3-b).

Figure 3. Cu-Cu2O core-shell structure optical properties. (a) Synthesized Cu NPs self

oxidize resulting in a Cu2O shell of variable thickness. (b) Absorbance of drop-casted Cu-

Cu2O oleic acid capped NPs on glass substrate. Oleic acid protects from self-oxidation, and a

clear plasmonic peak is observed around 640 nm at normal conditions. (d) Field enhancement

of the system with a Cu core (RCu = 2 nm, RCu2O = 4 nm) respect the fully oxidized at

λ = 660 nm. In the Cu2O shell local 14 fold enhancement is achieved. Incident electric field

x-polarized. Absorbed to incident power ratio spectra is shown in (e-g) for different sizes and

aspect ratios, together with no Cu (black-dashed line) for comparison. (e) RCu2O = 4 nm, (f)

RCu2O = 8 nm, (g) RCu2O = 15 nm. Up to an 8-fold enhancement at 900 nm is achieved when

RCu = 13 nm, RCu2O = 15 nm

A 90 nm thick layer of Cu-Cu2O NPs with sizes of 8 nm, 16, nm and 30 nm is simulated with

periodic boundary conditions (as done in section 3) for different core-shell NPs aspect ratios.

Fig. 3-c shows the field intensity enhancement for RCu2O = 4 nm and RCu = 2 nm, compared

to the fully oxidized system at Cu LSPR (λ ' 660 nm). Up to 10-fold relative increase areas

are present in z direction in Cu2O volumes. Figs3-d-f plot Cu2O absorption for different NPs

sizes and aspect ratios ∆ = RCu/RCu2O. Two regimes are observed. For ∆ < 0.5 enhancement

peak is due to the fundamental LSPR mode on Cu-Cu2O, and blueshifts and increases with ∆.

When ∆ > 0.5 hybridized plasmonic modes gain presence and the peak is split in two, with

lower and higher energies. Higher relative enhancements occur for higher ∆ for the red-shifted

modes, but as a counterpart absorption in Vis-UV decreases. Up to an 8-fold enhancement
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at 900 nm can be achieved for RCu = 13 nm and RCu2O = 15 nm. Thus, big particles with

relatively high aspect ratios offer the possibility of higher and red-shifted enhancements in the

IR. Cu-Cu2O core-shell composites allow enhanced absorption engineering in the 600-1000 nm

window, opening a potential way for low-cost tuneable solution-processed photodetectors.

5. Experimental results

A PbS CQD photoconductive photodetector was fabricated and electro-optically characterized.

CQDs were spin-coated onto gold interdigitated electrodes (see Fig.4-a). PbS NPs were oleic-

acid capped diluted in toluene (40 mg/mL) and pre-filtered prior to fabrication. Post-synthetic

ligand exchange (LE) is performed by drop-casting ethanedithiol C2H4(SH)2 (EDT) 1% volume

diluted in acetonitrile (ACN) onto the sample. Remaining EDT is cleaned with ACN and

not ligand-exchanged nanocrystals removed with toluene. Absorbance of an on-glass sample is

shown in Fig.4-b inset, zoomed to its exciton peak (λ ' 970 nm). Two layers are built with

this process. The thickness of the PbS film is between 20-30 nm. Our novel EDT LE approach

has not been previously reported for CQDs photoconductors, and provides high sensitivity and

gain devices in one-step fabrication solution process.

Figure 4. Device structure and its electro-optic characteristics. (a) Gold interdigitated

electrodes (IDEs) are spin coated with PbS NPs. (b) D? as a function of wavelength for

20 V bias. Inset shows exciton peak absorbance of a PbS on glass sample following steps

described previously. (c) Current-time for 1 Hz modulation with 635 nm LASER illumination

(d) Current-Voltage characteristic of fabricated device with 904 nm LASER illumination.

The device was 20 V biased and measured (see section 7). Photocurrent spectrum was
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taken by illuminating the sample from 400 nm to 1100 nm in steps of 50 nm. The current (I)

at 20 V is recorded as a function of time at each step, manually controlling monochromator’s

shutter to analyze dark-light-dark response. Dark current average value is of the order of 5

nA. Steady state values were taken for calculations. Device’s responsivity is plotted in Fig.4-b

(right-axis), and limited because of PbS thickness. First and second exciton peaks are clear at

970 nm and 620 nm respectively. Normalized detectivity is shown in the left axis, and is of the

order of 1012 Jones. EQE is 125% at the first exciton peak, and 611% at second, accounting for

photoconductive gain. Time response of the device is depicted in Fig.4-c at 20 V bias for 1 Hz

modulated 904 nm LASER. Photocurrent clearly responds to light modulation, and complete

relaxation occurs in less than 100 ms. Finally, the I-V characteristic of the device is plotted in

Fig.4-d for 904 nm LASER illumination and dark conditions. The I-V shape is not linear but

superlinear, which is characteristic of field-assisted transport, due to the presence of energetic

barriers formed along the pathway of carrier transport [1].

Plasmonic improvements can be handily integrated with this family of photodetectors

without loosing the benefits of CQDs. Metal NPs of a definite size can be added either in the

solution phase (metal/semiconductor nanocomposites) or in layer by layer fabrication process.

Cu, Au and Ag NPs are good candidates featuring LSPR resonances in different regions of the

spectrum. However, the compatibility of these metal NPs with the functionalized CQDs host

medium deserves a careful study beyond the timeframe of the present master thesis.

6. Conclusions and future work

Solution processed CQDs offer low-cost, high sensitive and tunable photodetectors. Main

limitations in photoconductors come from their high dark current densities compared to other

devices such as diodes. Reducing detector’s volume lowers the noise, but decreases optical cross

section and photoresponse. Plasmonics can over overcome this problem with the aid of metal

NPs or other nanostructures. We studied potential improvements for the case of CQDs photo-

detectors, particularized for PbS-Au/Cu nanocomposites. Changing metal NPs concentration

can tune the enhancement, up to 4-fold increase, typically found in the VIS-IR. Another type

of structure consisting of Cu-Cu2O core-shell nano crystals, were studied. A high degree of

tunability of the enhanced absorption spectrum of this low-cost solution processed material was

revealed, yielding 13-fold enhancements. A PbS CQD photoconductor was fabricated using

novel LE compounds, and electro-optically characterized. This family of high sensitive ultra-

thin devices can serve as a base to apply all the promising aforementioned improvements.

7. Methods

K-K relation was implemented by numerically calculating Cauchy’s principal value using

adaptative domain integration. Electrical measurements were performed with a Keathly

2626A source meter pico-amperimeter. A Cary 5000 Varian spectrometer was used for

absorbance characterization. A Newport Oriel Apex monochromator was employed as source for

responsivity measurements, LASER source for I-V characterization. All reagents were purchased

from Sigma Aldrich and all the reactions were carried out using standard Schlenk techniques.
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The synthesis of the Cu2O NCs was performed following the previously reported procedure [15].

Syntheis of PbS NCs were carried out following the procedure previously reported [16].
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